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Performance of Space-Time Modulation for a
Generalized Time-Varying Rician Channel Model
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Abstract—We analyze the performance of trained and differen-
tial space-time modulation for channels with a constant specular
component and time-varying diffuse fading. We examine the
case where the channel varies from sample to sample within a
space-time symbol matrix according to a first-order time-varying
model. We show that the effect of the time-varying diffuse channel
can be described by an effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that
decreases with time. We derive pairwise probability of error
expressions based on these effective SNR values that accurately
describe performance for unitary modulation. We quantify the
significant advantage that differential modulation provides at
high SNR where the effect of the time-varying channel dominates.
At low SNR where additive noise dominates, we note that trained
modulation with perfect channel state information provides a 3-dB
advantage over differential modulation, but decoding based on a
maximum likelihood channel estimate yields worse performance
than differential modulation at all SNR values. Simulation results
are provided to support our analysis.

Index Terms—Differential modulation, fading channels, mul-
tiple antennas, noncoherent coding, space-time modulation,
time-varying channels, wireless communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

WIRELESS communications systems must be able to
effectively deal with unknown propagation channels

that vary with time. Two common ways of handling this are
1) trained modulation, which exploits the presence of pilot
symbols to estimate the channel online and 2) differential
modulation, which exploits the special group structure of the
symbols to obviate the need for channel estimates. There are
limitations to these techniques; trained modulation assumes
that the channel is constant between training intervals, and
differential modulation assumes that the channel is constant
for two successive symbols. In this paper, we examine the
performance penalty incurred for multiple-antenna modulation
when these assumptions are violated as the channel changes
from one sample to the next.

Wireless systems with multiple transmit and receive antennas
have received significant attention lately because of the high
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data rates they potentially offer [1], [2]. Though initial work
has dealt with the situation where the receiver (and possibly the
transmitter) knows the channel between each transmit and re-
ceive antenna, more recent work has focused on the case where
neither the receiver nor the transmitter possess channel state in-
formation [3]–[6]; this is the scenario that trained and differen-
tial modulation are designed to handle.

Assuming a quasi-static channel model, signal constellations
composed of unitary matrices have been proposed as a means of
achieving capacity in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
systems at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when the channel is
unknown [3], [4]. These can be seen as multiple-antenna gen-
eralizations of phase-shift keying (PSK) for scalar channels.
Others apply these signals to the unknown channel by extending
differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) ideas to the MIMO case
[7]–[9]. For the simpler situation where the receiver knows the
channel, work has focused on techniques employing linear en-
coding [10]–[12].

The quasi-static model for the time-varying channel coef-
ficients assumed in all of the previously mentioned papers
is useful for several reasons. It accurately describes the way
a channel might appear in a time-division multiple access
or frequency-hopping system, and its effects are simple to
analyze. In other applications, however, its inability to account
for the memory of the channel make it less attractive. We will
analyze the performance of maximum likelihood (ML) de-
coders (such as those found in [4]) which assume a quasi-static
channel model, when the channel is instead time-varying.
We use time-varying first-order auto-regressive (AR) models
to describe the time evolution of the channel coefficients, in
contrast to others have used higher-order models to describe
fading processes [13]–[15]. The model provides a sufficient fit
to the temporal properties of physical channel models (such as
Jakes’ [16]) when these decoders are used, as will be illustrated
with simulation results. We analyze the performance of trained
modulation with arbitrary codes as well as modulation for the
unknown channel using unitary code matrices. We find that
the effect of the time-varying AR model can be described
by an effective SNR that decreases with time. We use these
results to obtain pairwise probability of error approximations
for the Rician channel, assuming the ML decoders of [4]. We
also find an explicit SNR ceiling beyond which increasing
power provides no performance benefit due to the impact of the
time-varying channel. This paper extends the previous work of
[17], [18] by allowing the channel to vary at each time sample,
and by presenting pairwise probability of error expressions for
the time-varying channel.
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We present our model of the time-varying Rician channel
in the next section. Analysis of space-time modulation for the
known channel is presented in Section III with application to
training-based techniques, and modulation for the unknown
channel is considered in Section IV with special attention to
differential coding. Pairwise probability of error expressions
are presented in both sections. Finally, numerical simulations
supporting our analytic results are presented in Section V.

II. CHANNEL MODEL

In what follows, we let denote a zero-mean, unit-
variance, circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution.
We call a matrix i. i. d. Gaussian if its elements are indepen-
dent random variables. The identity matrix is
indicated by , the Frobenius norm by , the expectation
operator by , and the determinant by .

A. Fading Channel Model

Assume a flat-fading communications environment with
transmit and receive antennas. A complex channel coeffi-
cient describes the effect of the propagation between each pair of
transmit and receive antennas. These channel coefficients are as-
sumed to be independent from element to element across the an-
tenna array, but not temporally white. At each receive antenna,
interference and other disturbances add temporally and spatially
independent noise to the signal.

We formalize these statements using notation similar to that
in [8]: for transmit, and receive
antennas, at time instants , the channel coef-
ficient is , with the signal transmitted from antenna at
time denoted by . We assume that the matrix
formed from is normalized so that ,
and the matrix formed from is normalized so that

. With these definitions, the data at receive an-
tenna is written

(1)

where we assume that the noise is . Due to the
normalizations defined earlier, represents the SNR expected
at each receive antenna and does not depend on the number of
transmit antennas.

Equation (1) may be written in matrix form as follows. Let
be the dimensional row vector formed from for

, and let be a matrix of additive noise formed
from . Then the matrix of received data is

(2)

where is and is

...
...

. . .
...

...
(3)

In the case where the channel is constant ( , for
), then (2) reduces to the piecewise-con-

stant model of [4]

(4)

Though a quasi-static channel model is theoretically attractive,
it is not always realistic, especially for environments with
rapidly moving users. In such situations (2) is more applicable.
Using time-varying AR models to describe the time evolution
of the channel, we will show in Section III and IV that (2)
can be written in a form similar to (4) with the addition of a
diagonal matrix modifying the signal strength at each time
instant.

B. Specular and Diffuse Channel Components

In our analysis we will separate the specular and diffuse com-
ponents of the channel as follows:

(5)

where the specular part is assumed to be known by the
receiver and time-invariant, and the elements of the diffuse
component are modeled as and will be
estimated. The specular component is assumed to be chosen
from an arbitrary distribution at time , then to remain
the same through subsequent training and data transmission
intervals. The only restriction on is a power constraint

, which maintains the relationship in (1).
Similar results to those given in this paper are obtained if
is assumed unknown and is estimated along with the diffuse
component [19].

We also decompose the signal power as , where

(6a)

(6b)

and the parameter allows tuning between a fully specular
channel and a Rayleigh channel . In prac-
tice, we expect the channel to be composed of both diffuse and
specular components, in which case .
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We will specify several results for a rank-one specular com-
ponent; in this case is written as the outer product of two
isotropically distributed unit vectors [3]:

(7)

A rank-one model similar to this has been used for analysis of
capacity in [6], [19].

C. A Gauss-Innovations Fading Channel Model

In Sections III and IV, we characterize the performance of
space-time modulation with the assumption that the current
channel occurs samples after a reference (or estimated)
channel . We assume that between time and the
dispersive component of the channel varies according to
the following first-order time-varying AR or Gauss-innovations
model:

(8)

where and are i. i. d. Gaussian, is independent
from symbol to symbol, and . Under this model,

is i. i. d. Gaussian. Note that produces a time-in-
variant channel, and indicates a completely random
time-varying channel. With differential coding, and de-
modulation is based on the previous symbol (of length ). On
the other hand, for trained modulation , and demodula-
tion is based on a channel estimate obtained symbols in
the past.

The parameter can be chosen to match the second-order
statistics of models based on the mechanisms of physical prop-
agation. Let denote the autocorrelation function of an el-
ement of . Solving the Yule-Walker equations for in the
first-order AR process (8), we obtain

(9)

which provides a reasonable choice for . For example, as-
suming Jakes’ model of the land mobile fading channel [16],

, where is the zeroth-order Bessel func-
tion of the first kind, , is the maximum Doppler
frequency in the fading environment, and is the sampling pe-
riod. Under this model, (9) leads to

(10)

The Gauss-innovations model is an appropriate approximation
when using decoders such as those in [4], which rely only
on the current channel and the channel during training. The
utility of the model is supported by the simulation results
of Section V, where excellent agreement is obtained with
data generated according to Jakes’ model, but analyzed with
the Gauss-innovations model. It is important to note that the
channel is not described by a single AR model, but rather
with multiple first-order models, one for each time difference
between the current sample and the reference channel.

D. Channel Estimation

Space-time coding algorithms often assume that the receiver
either knows the channel, or has an estimate obtained by means
of known pilot symbols embedded in the data. The channel esti-
mate is used to decode several subsequent symbols over which
the receiver assumes the channel to be constant. This approach
will be referred to as trained modulation.

We will consider the ML estimate of the channel

(11)

where is the training signal, is the received training data,
and all parameters are assumed to be known except the diffuse
component of the channel . It has been found [19], [20] that
for training over the quasi-static channels that our decoders will
assume, the optimal training signals have orthogonal columns

(12)

where is the length of the training signal. Since the specular
part of the channel is assumed to be known, we may remove it
from our data, and estimate the diffuse part of the channel only.
Assuming (12), the ML estimate then becomes

(13)
where and are the diffuse part of the channel and the
receiver noise, respectively, seen during training.

We will also discuss techniques such as differential modula-
tion that do not explicitly need an estimate of the channel, and
we will also be interested in the performance bound provided by
perfect channel estimation. To enable the derivation of a single
expression for all cases, we use the factor

(14)

When , we include the effects of channel estimation in the
results, otherwise .

Though we will assume initially that the channel is constant
during channel estimation, we will also consider extensions to
the case where the channel varies during training.

III. PERFORMANCE FOR TRAINED MODULATION

In this section, we analyze the performance of space-time
modulation for a time-varying channel where the decoder as-
sumes that it has perfect knowledge of the channel, although it
uses an estimate based on training. We assume the ML channel
estimate described earlier, and compare the resulting perfor-
mance with that obtained using the exact channel. An analysis
similar to that presented below applies to the channel tracking
techniques presented in [21]–[23], in which case higher order
models [13]–[15] are appropriate.
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A. Effective SNR Matrices

We assume that we obtain an ML estimate of the channel at
some reference time , and that the channel is constant during
training. Because of the time variation of the channel, the quality
of this estimate degrades with time. The theorem below shows
that this degradation can be described as an effective SNR that
decreases with time until training occurs again.

Theorem 1: Given the channel model of Section II, the effect
of the channel variation time samples after the channel esti-
mate is that of a time-varying effective SNR and is described by
the following:

(15)

where and
are diagonal matrices with

elements given by

(16)
and

(17)
where , indicates perfect channel
knowledge, and indicates ML channel estimation.

Proof: We begin by considering the channel equation for
the data received at time instant

We now substitute in for the time-varying channel and the
channel estimation using (8) and (14):

The last three terms constitute the effective noise . The
variance of this term is found to be

This leads to the effective specular SNR

and effective diffuse SNR

Applying this result at each time instant yields
(16) and (17).

The product may be viewed as the effective SNR
(ESNR) seen by through the specular channel, while

is the ESNR seen through the diffuse part of the channel. As-
suming that the singular values of are equal (true for unitary
signals), then as time progresses within a symbol matrix, the
ESNR decreases; the more time that has elapsed since the last
training estimate, the lower the effective SNR at each sample.

It is instructive to examine what happens for limiting values
of . Note that for unitary modulation with

(18)

which indicates that for a constant channel, the effect of channel
variation disappears (with the three-dB penalty due to channel
estimation remaining in the case ). In the other direction,

, indicating that as the channel speed increases,
the effective diffuse SNR will drop to zero, while

where

(19)

This indicates that for fast fading, only the time-invariant spec-
ular portion of the channel is of use, though at reduced effective
SNR. As expected, we also see that

. As , we find that the ESNR at each time instant ceases
to depend on , and depends solely on the parameters of the
time-varying channel

(20a)

(20b)

where

(21)

In this case, it is the time-variation of the channel rather than
the SNR that limits performance. For the special case of unitary
modulation [4] and we obtain the results of [18].

All the results in this section assume that the channel is
constant during the reference (or training) symbol. The corre-
sponding result for the case when the channel varies at each
instant during training is presented in the following, but it is
limited to diagonal signals. Though the results give slightly
better agreement with simulation than the results of Theorem 1,
the latter are much simpler and were used for all the simulations
shown in Section V.

Corollary 1: Given the channel model of Theorem 1 for the
trained and current data, the effect of the channel variation
samples after training with diagonal signals on space-time mod-
ulation is described by the following equation:

(22)

where

(23)
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B. Probability of Error

Using these results, we are able to derive probability of error
expressions for the general channel model introduced previ-
ously. Our analysis applies to a wide range of space-time coding
approaches, including the linear block coding schemes of [1],
[11], [12] as well as unitary modulation [4], [7], [8], [24]. We
focus on modulation with unitary matrices, though similar re-
sults apply for the linear codes. We first derive the pairwise
probability of error for the Rayleigh fading channel, and then
consider the rank-one Rician case.

Theorem 2 ( for Trained Modulation): Given the effective
data model of (15) for a Rayleigh channel , and as-
suming the ML decoder of [4] (which assumes the data model
(4) and that the channel is known)

(24)

the pairwise probability of error is

(25)

where are the singular values of ,
are the values of the diagonal matrix ,

and .
Proof: See Appendix A.

The integral in (25) can be easily evaluated using common
numerical techniques.

One might guess that by using a slightly “smarter” ML de-
coder that takes the matrix into account, a lower error prob-
ability may be obtained. Using techniques similar to those in
Appendix A, it can be shown that the detector

(26)

achieves the following pairwise error probability:

(27)
Fig. 1 shows a plot of (25) and (27) for a diagonal unitary con-
stellation of two signals for , , , and .
Note that the ML decoder which knows about the ESNR matrix

performs the same as (24), and both match simulation results
well. We also show for reference the simple approximations to
the pairwise probability of error from [17].

It is somewhat more difficult to obtain results for a Rician
channel; the methods described in Appendix A do not extend
easily to a non-Gaussian distribution. Rather than an exact ex-
pression, we settle instead for an approximation assuming a
rank-one specular component. We assume that the ESNR ma-
trices and are known at the receiver, and can be used in
the ML decoder; we also assume that diagonal signals are used.

Fig. 1. Comparison of analytic probability of error expressions.

Under these assumptions, the probability of error expression is
shown in Appendix A to be

(28)

where are the singular values of . We will see in
Section V that (28) provides a good approximation.

IV. PERFORMANCE FOR UNITARY CODING

OVER UNKNOWN CHANNELS

A. Differential Modulation

Differential space-time modulation [7], [8] applies to the case
of an unknown channel that is constant over each pair of con-
secutive transmitted symbols. Differential encoding rotates the
previous unitary space-time transmitted data by the cur-
rent space-time symbol to obtain the current data to transmit

, where is the symbol index. Using these def-
initions, the following expression for the current received data

is obtained when the channel is time-invariant:

(29)

where is i.i.d. Gaussian. Since the effective channel
has signal strength , the system has an effective SNR of .
This factor of two corresponds to the well-known 3-dB loss in
performance incurred when using DPSK rather than coherent
PSK. With the identification of as the effective channel,
(29) is simply (4) with half the signal strength that would be
seen with coherent detection.

As noted in Section III, trained modulation has a performance
ceiling at high SNR which decreases with the length of the
symbol and the training period. It is useful to compare differ-
ential modulation with trained modulation implemented with
the shortest possible training period. We, thus, consider the case
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where known pilot symbols are transmitted every other symbol.
Using these unitary space-time symbols, we note that the ML
estimate for the channel assuming (4) is

(30)

where is a (unitary) matrix of training data and is i.i.d.
Gaussian. With these definitions, we obtain an equation for the
effective channel seen by the received data

where has the same distribution as . The same 3-dB
penalty in SNR is obtained as with differential modulation;
in addition, we will show below that approximately the same
error floor is obtained at high SNR. The obvious problem with
training this frequently is that the data transmission rate is half
that of differential modulation. A more reasonable approach
would be, for example, to send training data every tenth symbol.
However, as we show below, even though the rate would be
90% of that for differential modulation, a much worse error
floor at high SNR than differential modulation will result.

B. Effective SNR for Differential Modulation

Recall that for differential modulation, the previous received
data block serves as the effective channel, and thus, it makes
sense to use the channel seen by the previous symbol as a ref-
erence. This does not give a unique solution, however, because
there is a different channel seen by the previous symbol at each
of the time instants. We desire to place the reference channel
in the position that is “closest” to the other channels seen by the
previous symbol. We choose to use as reference the channel that
is temporally in the center of the previous symbol; the first time
sample in the current symbol will, thus, be time
samples removed from the reference.

Corollary 2: Assuming that the channel obeys the model
in Section II, the effect of the time-varying diffuse channel
on differential modulation is that of a time-varying and
decreasing effective SNR, and is given by Theorem 1 with

. That is, the effective specular power matrix
and effective diffuse power

matrix are diagonal matrices
formed from

(31)

(32)

Proof: Application of Theorem 1 to the differential case
yields the result.

The same limiting values apply for differential modulation as
for ML-based training every other symbol, as described in (18)
and (20). In this extreme case, however, trained modulation has
only half the rate of differential modulation. For more realistic
cases, where the training occurs less frequently, training-based

modulation will have a higher rate, but will also have a much
lower effective SNR ceiling.

C. Comparing Trained and Differential Modulation

Define the total ESNR at the th time instant within a
space-time symbol for trained and differential modulation as
follows:

(33a)

(33b)

where and are given by Theorem 1 and and by
Corollary 2, and the superscripts indicate trained and differential
modulation, respectively.

Corollary 3 (ESNR Comparison): Given the model of
Theorem 1 for trained modulation and Corollary 2 for differen-
tial modulation, if and , then . If
and , then . If , then yields ,
and yields , where

(34)
Corollary 3 compares the effective SNR of trained and

differential modulation at each time instant, finding the SNR
above which the ESNR for differential modulation is higher
than that of trained modulation. For ML-based training, we find
that the effective SNR for differential modulation is at least that
of trained modulation with unitary matrices.

Corollary 4 (Training Period Comparison): Given the model
of Theorem 1 for trained modulation with perfect channel esti-
mation and Corollary 2 for differential modulation,
assume , exists for all , and

is fixed. If , then , where

(35)
Corollary 4 gives the training frequency above which differ-

ential modulation outperforms trained modulation, even with a
perfect channel estimate.

D. Probability of Error for Modulation over
Unknown Channels

Up to this point, when discussing the unknown channel, we
have talked almost exclusively about differential modulation.
There are other techniques, however, that are designed for the
quasi-static, unknown channel, including those in [4], [25], [26],
in addition to the differential techniques of [7], [8], [24], [27].
These codes are all designed to be decoded with an ML decoder
[4] designed for a Rayleigh-distributed, quasi-static, unknown
channel. The following theorem quantifies the pairwise proba-
bility of error for these codes when the ML decoder is imple-
mented with a channel that obeys the model of Section II.

Theorem 3: Given the effective data model of (15), and as-
suming the ML decoder of [4] (which assumes a quasi-static
channel and that the channel is unknown)

(36)
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Fig. 2. Comparing trained and differential modulation for the SL (F ) code.

the pairwise probability of error is

(37)

where

(38)

(39)

Proof: See Appendix B.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

We begin by presenting results that compare differential and
trained modulation when a perfect channel estimate is avail-
able. Fig. 2 shows performance with the high-rate
code from [24] for transmit antennas, receive
antennas, a constellation of size , fading parameter

, and line-of-sight parameter values
(where a rank-one specular component was used). Though we
do not have an explicit expression for the probability of error in
this case, we can still use Corollary 3 to predict where trained
modulation will begin to perform worse than differential modu-
lation. Our analysis predicts that for a fully diffuse channel, the
crossover point is at 14 dB SNR, while for the crossover
is at 17 dB; these values agree very well with the simulation.

In Fig. 3, we show simulation results using channel coeffi-
cients from a geometrical single-bounce model [28], which is
similar to Jakes’ model. We consider an uplink scenario where
the base and mobile are separated by 2000 wavelengths, a single
base antenna is used, and two mobile transmitter antennas are
separated by a wavelength. The mobile is surrounded by a disk
of 25 randomly placed scatterers, with radius of two hundred

Fig. 3. Comparison of differential and trained modulation using channel data
from a geometrical single-bounce model.

Fig. 4. Performance versus training period K for differential and trained
modulation.

wavelengths and the mobile moving according to a normal-
ized Doppler frequency of . Each data point in the
figure is from 100 experiments of samples each. A diag-
onal signal constellation containing two unitary matrices was
used. Results for simulations with trained and differential mod-
ulation are shown with the solid lines, while analytic results
assuming the Gauss-innovations model are shown with dashed
lines. For trained modulation, results for both ML channel esti-
mation and genie-aided modulation ( ) are shown.
The excellent agreement between simulation and analysis lends
support to the model for channel time variation presented in the
paper.

Fig. 4 shows the behavior of trained unitary modulation
versus the length of the training interval. We let the training
interval be , and vary from 1 to 10. The fading
parameter was used in a fully diffuse
channel with signal to noise ratio of dB. Corollary
4 indicates that for , differential modulation will do
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Fig. 5. Performance as a function of specular parameter �.

Fig. 6. Performance as a function of the number of antennas M .

better than trained modulation, even with perfect channel
estimation; this agrees well with the simulation. The analytic
and simulation probability of error results agree well and show
that probability of error increases linearly as increases. This
is not the entire picture, however, because the rate is increasing
with as well, according to (this because only
out of symbols are used for data transmission). As noted
earlier, differential modulation does not incur this rate penalty,
and operates at the full rate of the code.

Fig. 5 presents probability of error performance as a function
of the specular parameter . The simulation parameters were

transmit antennas, receive antennas, a constel-
lation of size , , and coefficients that obey
Jakes model with parameter . We show analytic and
simulation results for differential modulation and trained mod-
ulation with perfect channel estimation . Trained mod-
ulation with ML estimation produces results similar to
differential modulation for this case. In this scenario, the spec-
ular channel gives better performance than a diffuse channel.

Our last simulation shows probability of error in Fig. 6 as
a function of the number of antennas, with a constant rate for
trained modulation with ML channel estimation. Constellations
containing unitary matrices from [7] are used. The number of
transmit antennas , the number of receive antennas , and
are related according to . A fully diffuse
channel is used , dB, and . The
training interval is with . For
and , the pairwise probability of error expressions pre-
sented above give the exact overall error probability; for
a union bound on the probability of error is used. We see from
Fig. 6 that for small , errors due to additive noise dominate,
while for higher values of , errors due to the changing channel
dominate. In this case, the best number of antennas to use is

. Again, the analytic values match simulation well.

VI. CONCLUSION

Previous research on space-time modulation has often
assumed a quasi-static model for the time variations of the
channel. We have presented a more realistic model in which the
channel varies at each time sample, and analyzed its impact on
trained and differential modulation. We found that the degrada-
tion over time of the reference channels in each case results in a
decreasing effective SNR. Differential modulation has a ceiling
in performance at high SNR; even with a perfect channel
estimate, trained modulation also has a high-SNR performance
ceiling. We found that at high SNR, or with infrequent training,
differential modulation yields better effective SNR than trained
modulation with genie-aided knowledge of the channel. When
ML channel estimation is used, differential modulation has
better effective SNR, except in the case where training occurs
every other symbol. In this case, the two methods have the
same effective SNR, but differential operates at twice the rate.
We presented pairwise probability of error expressions based
on our model, and found that our analytic results compare very
well with simulation.

APPENDIX A
PAIRWISE PROBABILITY OF ERROR FOR TRAINED MODULATION

A. Characteristic Function for Trace of Quadratic Form

Before deriving the probability of error, we will review the
characteristic function of the trace of a matrix quadratic form.
This is an extension of results in [29] from quadratic forms
involving Gaussian-distributed vectors to those involving ma-
trices. This technique encompasses those used in [4], [11], [22].

Let , where is an matrix, and where the
th column is distributed as . The characteristic

function for is

(40)

where . This can be shown using the characteristic
function of the terms as follows:

(41)

(42)
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Now we use the inverse transform of to find the density of

(43)

The contour of integration is chosen to allow the order of the
integrals to be exchanged, and depends on . In short, there will
be a region in the complex plane above and below the real axis in
which there are no poles. We can modify the contour of integra-
tion in this region, since we will not be changing the number of
poles enclosed by the contour. Usually a small negative imag-
inary number (which depends on ) is added to the limits to
ensure that as

(44)

B. Probability of Error

We assume that there are two signal matrices in the constella-
tion, and begin by analyzing the probability of error given that
the signal is sent

(45)

(46)

Let and be
its SVD. We can disregard , since we may premultiply our
received data by without changing its distribution. Also, we
may post-multiply our constellation by without changing the
probability of error [8]. Then, with ,
we have

Since and do not depend on whether or was sent,
we note that . Now, let

Using the identity

(47)

and (40) with , we write

(48)

(49)

We choose as our contour . The poles
of are all along the axis; we want to choose so
that we may exchange the order of integration, but small enough
that our contour of integration does not include any other poles.
Choosing satisfies these
constraints. Using this result in (43) and together with (49) we
obtain

(50)

which is (25). Similar techniques are used to derive (27). The
rank-one specular component is modeled as the mean when
using (40) to derive (28).

APPENDIX B
PAIRWISE PROBABILITY OF ERROR FOR THE

UNKNOWN RICIAN CHANNEL

Using Theorem 1, we write

where is due to the time-invariant
specular component. Each column of has covariance

The probability that is decoded when is sent is

(51)

(52)

(53)

where

(54)

Each column of has covariance

(55)

(56)

where the mean of is

We may now use the results of (40) to find the characteristic
function of and the probability of error, which
differs by a sign from that in (44)

(57)
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